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Historic Preservation Commission

51 Monroe Street, Suite 1001, Rockville, Maryland 20850

217-3625

APPLICATION FOR
HISTORIC AREA WORK PERMIT
TAX ACCOUNT,# '

NAME OF PROPERTY OWNER LItAEi+~? ~''~~''~>v 
TELEPHONEtNO.)~~r~~.")

(Contract/Purchaser)
w 
(Iriclu'doi Area Code)

ADD?R ESS v o ~ V4~ ~ F`r ~ V r' G a i h1
-',CITY  ..~: 

..f. 
,. STATE.` ,, u .^ ZIP

CONTRACTOR TELEPHONE NO.

' CONTRACTOR•REGISTRATION,,NUMBER _- {

PLANS PREPARED BY N1•• 16MAtA_ Li,~ • TELEPHONE NO. (t~i~1 0
(Include Area Code),

REGISTRATION NUMBER 6701 4 " A

LOCATION OF BUILDING/PREMISE

House Number y c fy Street

Town/City 0-9f\11 (i 1A 6 Election District

Nearest Cross Street
z .

Lot Block _ Subdivision

Libor  Folio -74th Parcel

;k
1A. TYPE OF PERMIT ACTION: (circle one)__ Circle One: A/C Slab Room Addition

Construct Extend/Add ( Alter/Renovate Repair Porch ,.,,,Deck Fireplace Shed Solar Woodburning Stove-~

Wreck/Raze Move Install Ae Revision Fence /Wall (dimplete Section 4) OtherY %v c bl  r`

1B. CONSTRUCTION COSTS ESTIMATE $
1C. IF THIS IS A REVISION OF A PREVIOUSLY APPROV?U ACTIVE PERMIT SEE PERMIT # Aj

1D. IND-ICATE NAME OF ELECTRIC UTILITY COMPANY
1E. IS THIS PROPERTY A HISTORICAL SITE?~-~

PART TWO: COMPLETE FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION AND EXTEND/ADDITIONS s
2A. TYPE OF SEWAGE DISPOSAL 2B. TYPE OF WATER SUPPLY

01 ( 1 WSSC 02 1 1 Septic 4764-• 01 ( ) WSSC 02 . (+ I Well

03 ( 1 Other 03 ( ► Other

PART THREE: COMPLETE ONLY FOR FENCE/RETAINING WALL
4A. HEIGHT feet 60 inches

4B. Indicate whether the fence or retaining wall is to be constructed on one of the following locations:
1.~On,parSy~lane/P~rope~~ line

~~.,...Entirely on lan~„_,•,,d of ownerR~~

3. On public right of way/easement (Revocable Letter Required).

I hereby certify that I have the authority to make the foregoing application, that the application is correct, and that the construction will comply with
pla

n
s approved by all agencies listed and I hereby acknowledge and accept this to be a condition for the issuance of this permit.

Signature of owner or authorized agent (agent must have signature notarized on back), Date
M N N N N N N N it N N N N N N 4 M M N M• N N N N N R% N• Y■ N N N N M N• N i! • N N N N♦ N A A N M• N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N M M N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N it N N M N N

APPROVED

DISAPPROVED J8 -'.2-'.2.

APPLICATION/PERMIT NO: ( --41 -' r) -7 -7 ~(_2 A % FILING FEE:$
DATE FILED: ~ PERMIT FEE: $
DATE ISSUED: BALANCE$
OWNERSHIP CODE: RECEIPT NO: FEE WAIVED:

SEESEE REVERSE SIDE FOR INSTRUCTIONS
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION STAFF REPORT

Address: 8806 Hawkins Lane Meeting Date: 8/12/92

Resource: Hawkins Lane Hist. District Review: HAWP/Alt.

Case Number: 35/54-92B Tax Credit: No

Public Notice: 7/29/92 Report Date: 8/5/92

Applicants: C. Johnson/C. Ellison Staff: Nancy Witherell

The two-story, three-bay, hipped-roofed house was built in the
late 1930s by Samuel Hawkins, the son of James H. Hawkins. The
applicants propose alterations to a concrete-block house now clad
with aluminum siding and formstone. The formstone is deteriorat-
ed in places and pieces are missing, particularly on the front
corner of the house. Underneath, the block is parged. In addi-
tion to removing the siding and formstone, the owners wish to
return the house to an appearance similar to that of parged
concrete block through the application of an exterior insulated
finish system (E.I.F.S. on the plans) such as Dri-vit on all four
sides.

A second consideration of the applicants is to focus attention on
the ground floor entrance to the house. Steps leading to the
second story porch and door induce most visitors to walk to the
second (bedroom) story rather than to use the ground floor front
door. The applicants propose removing the steps to the second
story front porch and reconfiguring the first floor front eleva-
tion to make the front door more prominent. Additional landscap-
ing and the installation of front lights would assist in.redi-
recting visitors to the ground floor entrance.

A further concern for the applicants is the physical condition of
the porch and the stairs. The slope of the concrete slab porch
floor, which currently directs water to the ceiling below, would
be rebuilt, reusing the existing metal railing. The stairs are
in dilapidated condition, with broken and cracked concrete steps,
and the entire staircase is leaning away from the house.

STAFF DISCUSSION

The date of the application of formstone and aluminum siding is
undetermined. The permastone is probably an early alteration,
however, since its appearance seems to date it to about the
1940s. The aluminum siding appears to be a later alteration.
The date of the side stairs leading to the second floor is also
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undetermined, although the stairs are most likely original to the
house.

Although the appearance of the house would be changed by the
removal of the siding and the formstone, the essential simple
character of the house would be retained. The Dri-vit system
is intended to replicate the original appearance of parged con-
crete block. The proposal falls within the guidelines detailed
in The Hawkins Lane Historic District Development Guidelines
Handbook•

Exterior alterations and additions should be compatible in
scale and massing and materials with existing buildings.

Architectural elements which contribute to a building's
character, including front porches, should be retained.

The removal of the staircase is a more significant alteration of
the appearance of the house and signals the redirection of the
focus to the ground level. It is not known how long the second
floor has been used solely for bedrooms, but this interior plan
change occurred some years ago. The applicants are concerned
about an expenditure on necessary repairs to a concrete staircase
which they wish no one to use.

The proposed changes to the front facade, aside from the material
change and the removal of the stairs, would include alterations
to the fenestration. The front door on the ground floor would
remain in the left bay of the facade, but would be emphasized by
the use of a glass door and sidelights. A double-hung window and
a casement window would be installed where no openings exist.
Double-hung windows would be added on the side and rear eleva-
tions. The existing door on the second floor would be replaced
with a multi-paned glass door.

A reconfiguration of the retaining wall in front would define the
entry to the house as well as the lawn space.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

The staff recommends that the HPC approve the proposed altera-
tions with one condition related to the new front door.

The removal of the formstone and aluminum siding, non-original
materials, is appropriate as long as the installation of the Dri-
vit achieves a simple appearance similar to that of parging. The
application of 5/4" corner boards and window trim diverges from
the appearance of parged block; staff considers it an acceptable
alteration.

The alteration and addition of window and door openings is appro-
priate and consistent with the specific development guidelines
for Hawkins Lane since the character of the house would not be
substantially altered.

0



The removal of the staircase fundamentally changes the approach
to the house, visually if not in fact. In this instance, consid-
ering the poor physical condition of the staircase, and the fact
that it has not been used for many years following the alteration
of the internal plan of the house, the staff recommends that the
applicants' request to remove it be approved.

The alteration of the retaining wall would not affect the charac-
ter of the house or setting.

The staff recognizes that one of the purposes of the project is
to increase the amount of light reaching the ground floor living
room. Nevertheless, the staff is concerned with the formality of
the proposed front door and sidelights. Given the additional
windows proposed for the vestibule, the staff recommends that the
sidelights be eliminated so that the door width is similar to
that of the other fenestration openings on the front facade.

The staff recommends that the HPC approve the proposal, with the
condition stated above, finding it consistent with the purposes
of Chapter 24A, particularly 24A-8(b)2:

The proposal is compatible in character and nature with the
historical, archeological, architectural or cultural fea-
tures of the . . . historic district in whicn an historic
resource is located and would not be detrimental thereto or
to the achievement of the purposes of this chapter;

and with the Secretary of the Interior's Standard #2:

The historic character of a property shall be retained and
preserved. The removal of historic materials or alteration
of features and spaces that characterize a property shall be
avoided.

u
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Historic Preservation. Commission

t:. ? {1 a :, :_'-'51 Mohrdts'Str`idt 'SfAe 1001; Rock Maryland 20850
217-3625

APPLICATION FOR
HISTORIC,-AREA--WORK-.PERMIT -----.---,-----------.-.----- ---- ---- _ 
TAX TAX ACCOUNT # -

NAME OF PROPERTY.O.WNER_ GHQ `~~_ p- E~~y~~ 
3R1a 

-JI;LEPHONE NO, ' (o5y— G2a3 y
(Contract/Purchaser) (Include Area Code)

ADDRESS:. M~p 
CITY T STATE ZIP

CONTRACTOR TELEPHONE NO.
CONTRACTOR REGISTRATION NUMBER ̀ - 

..._ _ ... _._.......__ _....._ __......_.... _

PLANS PREPARED BY 96AN V6414ETik li~MtAkEbAA AO A- 1 -4- TELEPHONE N0.~Oi ol) ~,40.7'444
— (l`nclud"e Area Code1" '~~"

REGISTRATION NUMBER %q 3 4 - A

LOCATION OF BUILDING/PREMISE

House Number Street AKPIAIA LA ~

Town/City 1 Jb~Y ~i,a Election District

Nearest.Cross Street 

Llit Block ° Subdldi$ion

Liber4B77 Folio 74o Parcel

1A. TYPE OF PERMIT ACTION: (circle o Circle One: A/C Slab Room Addition

Construct Extend/Add Alter/Renova' Repair, : ' ̀ .Porch eck Fireplace -; Shed "~Sofar "'ViodbuihlrtgStave

Wreck/Raze Move Install evocable RevisionFence! elf (c rliplite Se'cfion 4►* •Ot'her ̀

00o 
=•:k-'%''`'

_
1B. CONSTRUCTION COSTS ESTIMATE $ 
1C. I F THIS IS A REVISION OF A PREVIOUSLY APPROVED ACTIVE PERMIT SEE PERMIT # A% ~:

1D. INDICATE NAME OF ELECTRIC UTILITY COMPANY
1E. IS THIS PROPERTY A HISTORICAL SITE? YES

PART TWO: COMPLETE FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION AND EXTEND/ADDITIONS
2A. TYPE OF SEWAGE DISPOSAL 2B. TYPE OF WATER SUPPLY

01 ( 1 WSSC 02 ( 1 Septic PIA- 01 ( ) WSSC 02 ( ) Well

03 ( 1 Other 03 l 1 Other

PART THREE: COMPLETE ONLY FOR FENCE/RETAINING WALL
4A. HEIGHT 2-• feet t0 inches
4B. Indicate whether the fence or retaining wall is to be constructed on one of the following locations:

11. 01i0EIP~Pr, ty~line
4~Entirely on land of owner

3. On public right of way/easement (Revocable Letter Required).

I hereby certify that I have the authority to make the foregoing application, that the application is correct, and that the construction will comply with
pla7/7"d by all agencies listed and I hereby acknowledge and accept this to be a condition for the issuance of this permit.

/ 1,--21



0 •
SUPPLEMENTAL APPLICATION FOR HISTORIC AREA WORK PERMIT

REQUIRED ATTACHMENTS

1. WRITTEN DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT

a. Description of existing structure(s) and environmental setting,
including their historical features and significance:

TNT EX12CiNl. =m*vGT'U(Zt IS A Two -ZTo2E4 40057 _L'ac'At€v 1J6Ae T4C Ebw(Y HCE

OF 1n4c- gALk)lcllds L"'-J45! =ak F60-e° woml 62ceoln/4u4 9UILT- G;7

G.M•y, vJlA CEMuvr PA2(2Q GoC.T. we.S 5u%SFQuEr tTW 2e-Qoov Loll A  L ~JM•

'51VII-J& AW-P F'DIZMSV eNE. "r lce DpGINAL. okTay VIA- iii ' fQON(r Fbaud "s LANCn 

-51,46e Bce7.4 ASvbyDo"4M~ A 4V EgeL-4G up I!-,? A LOwe2 ̀ Ll='VcZ .E&Lpa4. -Ne 4oLf5c K _

p2~s -rnTIJL~ d~ Tlh~' ~tST21G'~' li.l ITS OS6' Off' 15IMPLS t~O2M ANb P4*M1zlaLS

AS UJEZt. A5 rN ATV-404 A/ATV419 eF' 7~t ~YM~R6yf/~'lE7►rr5`~/~'IrLD~.

b. General description of project and its impact on the historic
resource(s), the environmental setting, and, where applicable, the
historic district:

T ,aQP1,rCAN-r- w121-re'5 :ta 'K-e-MQUE T2LC AcJai- SJR—!n A"t> ti,r2ru5{~ij•!c

Cli4kc." IS `4++s'~Lc,/ `Dt I~21o~A ~ f}N17 6UJUVIN~ Tb

AN AJ?P9ASCIA4A -n0J D;E /75  ::54L`I-FIGALLX, A '~LYN1>

sy57E-✓2 %$" 60r2o-J~2- f?VaA-y Mao w'Nt't'

;ZIA1 . tS W►Lc. f(Lo~lt Mva#4 NEL-p450 L?A4-L;r A-s wiiu. -1-S A

-t'i~t T ol~c♦ ~.1~/ DbiZ~l L6!] `~iUG G b APPS A~cCa✓~. 4 flv ,do.L4,

tZ ~(Lo~bSer~'Rf YbMz`TD1yco:c~:' -~~ ~t~1 T ~4A1nt.~t ~ LaP ~u~~ ̀ rb -Xlt>AA1~'"

441;~ 'rD t5LA M 1 r1 AW CCM V2E'1 Istf d 9kan— 1L)fN- t C' 4

T > lJ~. ̀ [~ Ex 1s'r-7n~G 5r k~2.s to 114 ~.1~1- Pb4C1A t14 i AOLy T7r: 9~a,2a

044 0 W I LL. wE 9~L-7my'wp- 61+r.l&x1=s W 1 l-l- "\i 15 L 1 M67 144 ru'c 1

11}{  --5667 ,'irk G A,-4 01ba, i1+5 eft -5rb9-14- P15Trz 1 C--



2. Statement of fliect Intent: •

Short, written statement that describes:

a. the proposed design of the new work, in terms of scale, massing,
materials, details, and landscaping:

'T4C '{Pow C> 15 t M5OP-MAL IN T41F 6F WiNr~~S
i7ones .:r'gjs -r4 AC- floe- APP"-^64 Tb PW#ei ws 

'l7EG/ Mdt745'. ^17ZFwr1cA(ALy S.'n110LE 4,41 5COIrwd-4

b. the relationship of this design to the existing resource(s):

ey~ :Z!ZE ~C/S Ti ~l~ ~o N2Gr✓ .

c. the way in which the proposed work conforms to the specific
requirements of the Ordinance (Chapter 24A):

W/17+.  7h4E /V4MrZA1F- 4F' 77f~ 6W.S7W6, 10,65ou2oe-_

3. Project Plan:

Site and environmental setting, drawn to scale (staff will advise on
area required). Plan to include:

a. the scale, north arrow, and date;

b. dimensions and heights of all existing and proposed structures;

c. brief description and age of all structures (e.g., 2 story, frame
house c.1900);

d. grading at no less than 5' contours (contour maps can be obtained
from the Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning Commission,
8787 Georgia Avenue, Silver Spring; telephone 495-4610); and

e. site features such as walks, drives, fences, ponds, streams, trash
dumpsters, mechanical equipment, and landscaping.

4. Tree Survey: If applicable, tree survey indicating location, caliper
and species of all trees within project area which are 6" in caliper or
larger (including those to be removed).

-2-
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S. Design Features: Schematic construction plans drawn to scale at 1/8"
=1'-0", or 1/4" = 1'-0", indicating location, size and general type of
walls, window and door openings, roof profiles, and other fixed features
of both the existing resource(s) and the proposed work.

6. Facades: Elevation drawings, drawn to scale at 1/8" = 1'0", or 1/4" _
1 10", clearly indicating proposed work in relation to existing
construction and, when appropriate, context. All materials and fixtures
proposed for exterior must be noted on the elevations drawings. An
existing and a proposed elevation drawing of each facade affected by the
proposed work is required.

7. Materials Specifications: General description of materials and
manufactured items proposed for incorporation in the work of the project.

8. Photos of Resources: Clearly labeled color photographic prints of
each facade of existing resource, including details of the affected
portions. All labels should be placed on the front of photographs.

9. Photos of Context: Clearly labeled color photographic prints of the
resource as viewed from the public right-of-way and from adjoining
properties, and of the adjoining and facing properties.

Color renderings and models are encouraged, but not generally required.

Applicant shall submit 2 copies of all materials in a format no larger
than 8 1/2" x 14"; black and white photocopies of color photos are acceptable
with the submission of one original photo.

10. Addresses of Adjacent Property Owners. For a111 projects, provide an
accurate list of adjacent and confronting property owners (not tenants),
including names, addresses, and zip codes. This list should include the
owners of all lots or parcels which adjoin the parcel in question, as
well as the owner(s) of lot(s) or parcel(s) which lie directly across
the street/highway from the parcel in question. If you need assistance
obtaining this information, call the Department of Assessments and
Taxation, at 279-1355.

1. Name

Address i AV- DNS LAND

City/Zip kJ9 "..Sir5

2. Name 141 14ANK144 vj~: I~NE6P cSPA-b V-
6~,TEfESDa. MP ~ a J15

Address T7,55 '-rt WAlf

City/Zip t'y-"IU. 6 M9. Z~i✓~S

-3-
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3. Name o(/lia~~

Address~~~ 1-FAYy S

City/Zip Cif 6Vy &HAS, UP

4. Name "TN-MASAWI ,T-EuhT

Address 40

City/Zip $ET-JE .A

5. Name FowAu-9 S. Y e A & y iA, s> o UT AV o wHEt- OIF a'611 14Aww+t~, 4AW-
L.tIEVti(,,rtRS£ 1..! J G o ~ IS

Address 65V7 MI Li VL- V

City/Zip A \7

6. Name

Address

City/Zip

7. Name

Address

City/Zip

8. Name

Address

City/Zip

1757E

-4-
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~R-wall 

7.13/Is

- R-wall

Four separate layers come between
your building and the energy-robbing
outdoors. The insulation not only pro-
vides a much higher "R" value, but
prevents thermal bridging. Water infiltra-
tion and thermal stress are also
blocked, so interior insulation and
finishes last much longer.

For improved impact resistance, we rec-
ommend using our R-wall High-Impact
Reinforcing Fabric. Test data available
upon request.

- [~1 ST-OPS. R-wall

Proven insulating efficiency. R-wall's expanded polystyrene insulation board is
available in virtually any shape. The most commonly used thicknesses are between
1 " and 411.

INSULATION VALUE CHART

R-woll Insulation Board: R = 4.17 per inch, U = 1/R
R = Thermal Resistance, U = Heat Transmission

R-wall Finish. A waterproof, self-
bonding, acrylic coating that adds
style and character to any new or

R-woll Primer/Adhesive. Exclusive
adhesive formulation combined with
Type I Portland Cement to bond
R-wall Insulation Board to underlying
wall surtace.

R-wall Reinforcing Fabric. Specially
processed fiber glass material
embedded onto the insulation board
with R-wall Primer/Adhesive to rein-
force the system.

R-wall Insulation Board. Tough, spe-
cially formulated, expanded poly-
styrene panel for highly effective
i„im+



The R-woll system introduces a new era
of design freedom to architects, engi-
neers and contractors. It adapts easily
to difficult configurations, and opens
new doors to the innovative use of
materials. With R-wall, the only limits
ore the limits of imagination.

R-wall finishes are premixed at the
factory, eliminating the need for on-site
coloring. As a result, shades are color-
consistent and uniformly matched.

c

Coarse Medium

t
Bold Texture Stone Matrix

8 60
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SCALE 3" = 1'0"
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SCALE: 3" = 1'0"
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4/87 Weather Shield Mfg., Inc. Medford, Wisconsin 54451 DHCS-2 
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i • FIRE DOORS

®®

F-30 VGFP F-55 F-82 VGFP NI-4416 M-4416-5V R-9130

N 12 NI-3915
E-55-55-15 F-15115

(yak-1 it i

M-3912-11 M-3911 M-5910 F-1501 F-1501
F-1515-B E-5510 F-1510 Oak-1501 Oak-1501
Oak-1515-B Oak-1510 w/G-0210 Insert w/G-0215 Insert

SIDELIGHTS

IM-3911-B M-3912 N1-5918
F-1510-B F-1518
Oak-1510-B 8'-0"

FPPLO
F-55 M-508 M-509 NI-181 M-5981 NI-81.10-B M-182 F-1702 NI-127 NI-5927 M-3905 NI-39

F-1701 F-5701 F-5702 NI-5982 F-1703 M-5905
Oak-5701 Oak-5702Z?j F-1705
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878*rgia Avenue Silver Spring, Maryland 2003760
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